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Abstract: The end of XX century and beginning of XXI (late 1960s-untill present) is remarkable with processes sui generis. Years of Déteente (1969- late 1970s), later Post Cold-War/Post Soviet states or New World Order period and the present time appears to be an activation period of new moves on the Great Chess-desk for the sake of Power of Balance and superiority. The very article focuses on the background reasons of ongoing ethnic, national, civilizational confrontations as the pawn figures of this chess-play.
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INTRODUCTION

New cover for old interests: economic and geopolitical superiority claim inside the shell of civilizational clash: XX century that is left behind 10 years can be devided into 2 parts: 1st part- World Wars, 2nd part- Cold War. Termination of Cold War, collapse of Soviet Union and appearance of new subjects of international relations created new hot spots on the geopolitic and strategic map of the World. Changes became with the meltdown of Balance of Power (BoP) accompanied by the establishment of new antagonist unites and conflicts between states and nations. Beginning from the end of the XX century the most used term in the media, political debates and in the international relations arena, is the “civilizational clash” term. The term was coined by S. Huntington and he is sharing the starring role in revelation of the “Civilizational Clash theory” with Francis Fukuyama. The article named “Civilizational clash?” published in 1993 by S. Huntington was transformed into a book titeled “Civilizational clash and the remarking of World Order” avoiding the question mark. Is the XXI century really an age of ethnic and cultural clashes? Is really creating new East and West counterpolars or has already been created? Are the new markets, influence circles and economic interests not the motives of conflicts any more? Is our century the age of cultural competition?

It is my hypothesis that the fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great divisions among humankind and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural. Nation states will remain the most powerful actors in world affairs, but the principal conflicts of global politics will occur between nations and groups of different civilization. The clash of civilization will dominate global politics. The fault lines between civilizations will be the battle lines of the future [7].

LAYOUT

The matter of “civilizational clash” is not a new notion according to its concept. Because, one can find civilizational element in any clash, conflict or war happened in past. Starting from Shumers till the Hun-China wars, as well as the World Wars breeded with ideas about nazism (pure Aryan race) and world supremacy can be considered as civilizational clashes. But seems that history was more frank confessioned and called the invariable desire of mankind with its real names as “power competition, pretention to world supremacy, influence circle, economic interests”. It even confessed that the real purpose of Crusaid to East which were declared as Holy War by Pope, was to make Western countries benefit from the wealth of Eastern countries. History is a mirror that reflects future. Specially after known 9/11 events, a modern de-javu of Crusaid is likely being lived. Just in more political and diplomatic shape [12].

Starting from 1990 World lost its bi-polar power balance and America enjoyed unipolarity being only superpower of the World for the certain period of time. But current period can not be considered as a uni-polar. In fact, it is a period of history that has its peculiar Balance of Power. Whilst the relative superiority of America, it can’t be considered the only Power of the World Order. There is an interesting dependence: America has a
power to influence the whole world’s policy, but, has no independence to take a risk to make a decision and realize it just on his own. On the spot, such an idea comes to human mind: doesn’t America- that has established Western (capitalist) coalition against East (communist) and took central part in it until 1990 assuming ideological difference as a basis- want to continue the same policy while intentionally creating a new idea for confrontation as the old one is already liquidated? It is obvious that, the idea of civilizational clash has already been accepted as a logical opinion by the people, specially by the most of young and middle-aged generation who prefer to learn politics, history and international relations from the “words of mouth”. On this spot, the role of media has to be stated especially. Mass media, which is based on the market interests, can spread any information/disinformation which can make resonance without paying any attention to its further results that can cost. So, can occur such a hypothesis: America-that wanted to pave a favourable background for its future interests exported “XXI century -civilizational clash era” virus to make the crowd psychologically ready for this. A number of scholars and researchers (Hans Köhler, Paul Berman, Amartya Sen, Edward Said) have told that theory of S. Huntington has a “self-fulfillment” threat, thus the reason behind this self-fulfillment is more interesting [8, 1, 13, 14]. One of interesting points of the book is division of the civilizations into 8 groups which is mostly based on religious differences (and sometimes to geographical or language differences). Special standpoint is that the book states the possibility of Islam-Sinic union against West-Christian world. Such setting of classification arises a doubt in a person’s mind: this theory aims to hit two birds with a single shoot by combining Islam (specially, if to take into consideration that most of energy deposits either for fortune or misfortune are located in the Islamic countries and most of Islam countries are situated in the Middle Asia, Minor Asia, Near and Middle East and for this attracts geostrategical interest) and Confusian Sinic (It is fact that China is getting to be the most real rival of America. American approach to Japan and supporting Japan's military expansion is obvious directions of anti China policy of America [2, 4, 11t ]) in one group. To render its rival harmless, and to become the superpower of Unipolar system by strengthening its geopolitical influence circle and energy deposits is a long-term goal of America being the real candidate for it.

Huntington sees Islamic civilization as a potential ally to China both having more revisionist goals and sharing common conflicts with other civilizations, especially the West. Specifically, he identifies common Chinese and Islamic interests in the areas of weapons proliferation, human rights, and democracy that conflict with those of the West, and feels that these are areas in which the two civilizations will cooperate. Huntington argues that a "Sino-Islamic connection" is emerging in which China will cooperate more closely with Iran, Pakistan and other states to augment its international position.

This kind of grouping seems to be unfair from another side as well: It is not right to show the Islamic World (just for the religious bases) as a single civilization. Because among the countries where Islam religion covers majority there are peoples with historical, cultural, ethnic, lingual, traditional varieties, and just for this classifications a civilization can be distinguished [5]. Religion is not the sole indicator of civilization. Civilizations have been distinguished by their means of subsistence, types of livelihood, settlement patterns, forms of government, social stratification, economic systems, literacy and other cultural traits. As minimum, this fact is evident in the image of arabs and turks. Though Turkey being one of the states with turkish nationality and Islam majority has “Torn country” status (?! in the above mentioned book. By term “torn countries” Huntington refers to countries that are seeking to affiliate with another civilization. Turkey’s history, culture, and traditions are derived from Islamic civilization but after 1920s it has systematically tried to be westernized both politically (is seeking to join the European Union, joined NATO) and socially. Mexico, Russia and Australia (western civilizational heritage and Asian economic engagement) are also torn countries according to S. Huntington [7]
Ethnic diversities-Fault line conflicts? The ethnic groups which are more narrow circles of the civilizations gained more attention with the ending of Cold War. Ethnic diversity borders which are called as “fault lines” by S. Huntington are the hot points of nowadays. According to the database of MAR (Minorities at Risk) in 1945-89s 233, 1990-1998s 275 were and now 283 ethnic minority groups are carrying risk symptoms. The top 4 countries for the number of ethnic diversities are Russia, Iran, India and Kenya [10]. The changing numbers of ethnic groups according to years is mostly depend on collapse of Soviet Imperia: as the very result, after the end of the Cold War and the breakup of the USSR and other Warsaw Pact countries, many majorities became minorities and many minorities became majorities. For example, there are Russian minorities in many of the former Soviet republics which are now ruled by groups that were considered minorities in the Russian-ruled USSR [6]. At the same time new conflict areas were occurred. New clash lines were left as the inheritance of fell down Soviet imperia. These “fault lines” made obstacles to the sustainable development of re-newly founded states and successively gave the role of supervisor to Russia on ex-subjects of Soviet Union. Azerbaijan-Armenia, Georgia-Abkhaz, Ajar, Osteen, Uzbeks in Kirgizstan and Tajikistan are the samples of it.

S. Huntington states the possible reasons of ethnic conflicts as the followings:

“These conflicts may result from a number of causes, such as: relative influence or power (military or economic), discrimination against people from a different civilization, intervention to protect kinsmen in a different civilization, or different values and culture, particularly when one civilization attempts to impose its values on people of a different civilization [7]”

To my opinion, these situations sometimes can be reason and sometimes pretext of conflicts. It is clear from the path of history that, no imperia is everlasting, in some period of time the subjects of any imperia ideologically raise enough to stand for their rights. Ongoing conflicts with Chechen, Ingush, Lezgi, Tatar, Karachay-Cherkessia and other ethnic groups within the borders of Russia can be sample for this [10].

On the other hand, if to base on Brzezinski’s “Great chess-desk” term, the actors of these clashes are pawns of the chess-game. Pawns always move the first, and the last goal is to protect King from chess-mate.

Each society is endowed with a set of wealth-creating assets, such as land and mineral resources. There is, therefore an incentive for greater states to form coalitions to wrest control of these assets from the rest of population. Once a coalition has own control over the country’s richness, however it faces the task of enforcing the exclusion of non-members. Furthermore it now has to protect its ascendancy from contra-coalition. In particular, agents not belonging to the winning coalition will attempt to infiltrate it, so as to participate in the distribution of the spoils. For example, they will apply for land titles, or for government jobs.

If to look through the places of ethnic conflicts it becomes easy to guess the reasons. Let’s take some examples on current ethnic conflicts: the Caucasus is a region between the East and the West, and is a geopolitically strategic point for great powers. Besides, if to add the energy deposits of Azerbaijan, the region becomes an arena for power struggle.
So becomes that, as the result of this rival Armenian pretention to Azerbaijan territories with the Russian support, Abkhaz, Osteen, Ajar conflicts and Javakheti which is recently uprising conflict in the region are ill points. Specially, the Russian factor is obviously seen in the serious troubles of state stability of Georgia after the westernized policy of M. Saakashvili. Other sample is Mujahed forces that were established with the material-military support of America as guerilla bands against Russians in Afghanistan during 1979-1989s. But today the Taliban is in the role of enemy of America that it gave a birth itself. Another is Turkish-Kurdish problem which came on during the WW I probably intentionally made by the Triple Entente to weaken the Ottoman Imperia which is still the problematic matter of Minor Asia. Furthermore, is Burundi that was colony of Belgium for many years. The emerging situation of Tutsi-Hutus clash which is considered to be one of the bloodiest conflicts of the XX century is interesting- the tribes lived together 5 centuries in peace and in 1959 Burundi’s demand of independence from Belgium launched a sudden bloody fault line between Ruanda-Urundi. And the last events in China against ancient Uyghur ethnics (Turkish Muslims) really makes a man think about the ethnic clashes as a “self-fulfillment” or intentionally created disputes.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To sum up, should be said that, the present ongoing events prove the need for promotion of mutual understanding, dialogue between civilizations and peaceful existence of ethnic, religious and cultural diversities. Once knowledge takes the place of pre-conceived opinions, stereotypes and prejudices about others, “otherness” will be perceived less as a threat than as enrichment in the sense of offering different outlooks on the world around us.

Acceptance and dialogue of civilizations refers to the act of listening to the beliefs, judgments, worries of people not only with a different cultural, ethnic, or religious background, but also with different political convictions, social positions and economic power. Civilizations, however, are abstract entities. The actors of a dialogue of civilizations will always be individuals, whose ways of thinking and values are influenced by their civilizations background, and who engage in a dialogue with other individuals, whose identities again are shaped by many influences, including her or his socio-cultural, ethnic, religious background. Mutual awareness can be the real solution on prevention of conflicts - on the international, national and local levels - by reducing misunderstandings and mistrust, and by laying the basis for a non-violent resolution of controversies [9]. It also has enormous potential to solve current and future economic, social and political problems by sharing experiences and through joint implementation of remedies. At its best, inter-civilizational dialogue can result in a collective sense of shared goals, enabling us to address the most important issues of all: What kind of future world do we want to live in? How can we work together to solve the problems facing humankind today, and begin creating that future?
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